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President’s Message
By: Susan E. Ingraham

Thank you all who made the fun trek to Nashville for STARtech19! If you were not able to be
at STARtech19 in Nashville, it was a conference not to miss! It was informative, there was open,
honest, and rational discussion and conversation surrounding the issues that confront the court
reporting profession today. There was information shared, ideas shared, new relationships formed
– and all with the best interests of stenographic court reporters in mind. We are all in relationships
with one another and as we all know, relationships take work, but it is so worth the effort!
Irv’s Lounge was spectacular, with live music and Irv Starkman himself presiding over the
evening’s festivities. Loew’s provided a great outdoor venue where we could network, enjoy Irv’s
libations, and listen to the sounds of the trio as we enjoyed the great Nashville spring weather! A
big thank-you goes to all our sponsors who made this conference possible – you know we couldn’t

have done it without you!!
Most of us work with videographers on a daily basis, right? It was great to experience our co-workers in the profession
avail themselves of the offerings that STAR provided for the first time to enhance their profession, to learn and share with
the best videographers from across the country.
A personal and professional thank-you goes out to Marjorie Peters and Karen Tyler, the conference chairs, who, with
the help of Max Curry, were able to bring all this wonderful technology and education together under one roof for all of us.
Merilee Johnson from Mini Apple Is, Mini Soda (Minneapolis, Minnesota) will be a conference co-chair, with Jan Ballman, for
STARCON19 to be held in Minneapolis October 17-19, 2019. Mark your calendars and make it a point to come and be a part
of the wonderful STAR. Merilee and Jan, I know, will be working hard to make this STARCON19 a must-go-to conference.
I’d like to share with you a take-away from STARtech19. It is that as a profession, I saw, I heard, I know that we can
work together with one another to better the profession, keep stenographic reporting as the gold standard and maintain and
make new relationships within the profession. I also know that it takes perseverance, it takes tenacity, it takes a willingness
to practice to enable us to become the best stenographic reporter we can be.
Firm owners and court reporters out there, take notice. Firm owners, are you providing your reporters and videographers
with the tools to make them great, the training that will ensure their success, and access to STAR where those tools and that
training are available? Steno reporters, are you giving it your all, are you owning your profession, are you taking advantage
of the education that is out there, learning as much as you can about the great CaseCATalyst software you use day in and
day out, and practicing your skills on a daily basis, above and beyond the jobs that you do? Videographers, are you keeping
abreast with the new technologies available to you, the education and networking that will keep you viable in this profession?
First-timers! We were so excited to see so many first-timers in Nashville! The excitement was there as they made new
friends, won graffle prizes, and became a part of, dare I say it, the best kept secret in the industry – STAR. But not for long!
STAR and Stenograph working together under the new leadership of Anir Duta, under the best coders and programmers
anywhere led by Keith McCready, and the best software educators, led by Cindi Lynch, will soon make STAR the best
unkept secret in the industry. STAR is the place for steno reporters, firm owners, and videographers across the world.
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Take advantage of all the networking opportunities, the training opportunities, and the opportunities to make yourself
the professional you are.
See you in Mini Apple Is, Mini Soda, (thank you, March Madness!) October 17-19, 2019. Jim Connor, from Indianapolis,
Indiana, will be installed as STAR’s next president, and we’re very excited to see how his fine leadership will positively
impact STAR. The current Board of Directors has been wonderful as they have poured themselves wholly into the hard
issues facing all of us today. Thank you for your willingness to serve!
Which reminds me, when you receive a call from Linda Fifield or Nancy Bistany to become a part of STAR’s Board, say
yes. You’ll be glad you did!
See you in Minnesota!

Cybersecurity: Plan of Action
By: Linda Fifield

Computer crimes happen every day. Hackers write algorithms that work 24/7 looking for any weak point of entry to
attack large and small institutions, including single-use end-users. It’s not enough to hear about it on the news, but when
you hear that friends or colleagues have been hacked, true fear sets in.
Don Baham, President of Kraft Technology Group, gave an eye-opening seminar on cybersecurity. Don started off with
what most of us do wrong when locking down our computers and email.
We use email in the office, home, and on our smartphones. Email is probably the weakest link for any company or
individual because everyone has access to your network and computers via our many devices. A while back I wrote an
article about Phishing, Smishing and Vishing. The concerns raised last year are still very relevant today. How do you protect
yourself? Hackers rely on users having limited computer security experience and are counting on the end-user to mess up.
For your first line of defense, think of investing in an email security gateway such as Proofpoint, Mimecast, or Barracuda
for your office email. These email gateways encrypt the email going out and unencrypt it to the receiver. Our office uses
Reflexion by Sophos. It filters out potential email threats, spam, and data threats. But what about your personal email?
Don’s advice is that paid email accounts like Outlook provide layers of security often left out with free email accounts like
Yahoo or Gmail. If you have a “free” email account, two-factor authentication, bolstered by strong passwords, is key.
Next, you need to work on your backup strategy. Your work and personal data, if lost, is a nightmare to recover. That’s
why it’s so important to have external backups and backups in the Cloud. Stenograph’s Case CATalsyt has encrypted Cloud
Backup for all text and audio files. But what about those files not related to CC? Do you have a backup/retrieval plan? Losing
data is one thing. Take it one step further. What happens if you’ve been hacked and your computer is deemed locked unless
you pay the Ransomware with Bitcoin?
A few tips on locking down your system to make it harder for hackers to attack include updating your software and
apps. Start with the Operating System, common third-party applications, and then the end-of-life software you just can’t live
without.
Use two-factor authentication whenever possible when working on the Internet. Microsoft Duo Security and Google
Authenticator make logins more secure.
Invest in antivirus and malware protection and keep it updated. Don’t just go for free and think you’re protected. No
matter how careful you are, viruses and malware can be attached to an email, a site you visit online, and can even affect
your phone.
Strong endpoint and network security is something our office takes very seriously. Eset, Cisco, Sophos, and Fortinet
were solutions that Don mentioned. Securing your network, beyond a firewall, against malware and outside threats is a
critical line of defense.
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You should also have a Data Backup Protection Plan. At a minimum, you should have several backups. An encrypted
backup is even better. You should also devise a Disaster Recovery Plan in case you are hacked. Lastly, test the backup
often. It’s not good to “think” you’re backing up your data. Test the backup.
Because a good backup is critical to your business, have a Data Protection Risk Assessment Plan and protocol. Highend backup software companies such as Acronis, Datto, iDrive, and Carbonite will encrypt your data in the Cloud for easy
retrieval. Having your court reporting files backed up in Cloud Backup is one level of security. You need the other service(s)
for the rest of your files. Part of that plan should include insurance for any cyber attack. Many cyber insurance companies
cover Ransomware.
Lastly, secure who you are sharing files with. Only those parties associated with your firm or have a direct link with your
business should have access to your data. Files should be encrypted when they are being transferred from one user to the
next. And if an individual is terminated from your firm, terminate their rights to your network.
At the seminar, I received The Secret to Cyber Security by Scott E. Augenbaum. It’s an easy read and quite informative.
Some additional key points I read about make sense and are often dismissed. In general, use 12-character passwords that
include upper- and lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters. 15 characters is better. Use a special character
that’s specific to you in all of your passwords. Disable WiFi and Bluetooth when you’re not using it, especially in public
places. Never log into personal websites on a public computer or public WiFi, and always log out of sensitive websites like
your bank or hospital portal sites. Lastly, NEVER use the same username and password for mission-critical accounts like
email, social media, banking, credit cards, and e-commerce. Use fingerprint logins when possible. Mix things up and use a
password manager like Dashlane to keep track of your ever-changing passwords. Dashlane can be installed on all of your
devices and personal computers with an easy synch feature.
Take cybersecurity seriously. Hackers are getting more sophisticated every day. Investing in the tools that help you is a
sound investment in keeping your sensitive information out of reach from hackers.

Things I Wish I Knew When I
Started a Court Reporting Business

By: Kim Neeson & Rosalie Kramm

Kim Neeson and Rosalie Kramm put on an honest seminar
talking about the successes and mistakes they made as court
reporting firm owners. Their goal was to empower and support their
colleagues – firm owners in STAR.
The first piece of advice Kim espoused was to, “Start with the
end in mind,” and the following are some of the highlights of the
presentation:
1. Build for the future – have a plan and envision what your
firm will look like. Every five years look over your plan and
reassess.
2. Hire entry-level with an eye to development – hire people
that are good at their job, and who hopefully will want to
grow with the company.
3. Hire “expensive” consultants along with way to help you achieve your next level. Know where to budget your dollars
and where spending money will help you achieve your goals. It is imperative to have a great CPA who understands
business and can brainstorm with you. Having a good corporate lawyer and banker on your team will help guarantee
success. IC contracts and an employee handbook should not be something you find on the internet, but should be
crafted for your company and be specific to your needs.
4. What is your ultimate goal for sales? Think about if you want to be a small firm with low overhead and what it would
cost to achieve that goal; or do you want to be the biggest? Are you going to need to lease space that you can grow
into? Will you need conference rooms as well as back-office space? Be mindful of your sales goals, and let them
be a part of your roadmap.
5. How much do you want to be involved in the business in 5, 10, 20 years ahead? Think about your family, if you have
young children, aging parents, a spouse wanting to retire in 20 years. Are you planning on running the company and
reporting? Hire people that can do the job(s) you aren’t as good at or don’t want to do. If you are not comfortable
with bookkeeping or payroll, don’t force it. Hire someone or contract the work to an outside vendor. You will only be
frustrated and waste energy. Apply your time and energy to your strengths, and oversee the staff you hired. Know
what they are doing at a high level.
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6. What is your succession plan? It is great to build a business, but when it is time to retire or stop, have a plan in mind.
Even if you don’t know what your options will be in the future, having clean, organized books, a strong brand will
always be important, whether you leave the firm to your children or intend to sell.
Lastly, do not beat yourself up if something doesn’t go right or you or someone on your staff makes a mistake. Everything
can be fixed, and if you lose a client, learn from it and move forward. Having firm owner friends that you can trust is priceless.
Just having someone to call and bounce an idea off of or to help you have the energy to fire an employee who needs to
be fired is important. Kim and Rosalie have both found STAR to be the perfect association to make lifelong friends who will
always have your back.

I Don’t Know What You Don’t Know
By: Donna Urlaub

Let’s be honest. There’s something in the DNA of court reporters that compels us to proofread anything
and everything. Menus jump to mind, signs in windows, signs on the sidewalk (my favorite “hot dog’s for
sale”) advertising materials, package labeling. You name it, we proof it. I’m still upset with my local Jewel
grocery store for their banners advertising low prices “everyday” – so much so that I still have the offending
pictures on my phone. Don’t ask me why; I just do.
And then there’s social media, those Facebook pages with posts from family and friends, many of
whom are court reporters. Although the “your” for “you’re” hurts my eyes, those posts are not usually from
court reporters, so we just have to, as they say, let it go – and make darned sure that our kids know the
difference. But the court reporter posts with misspellings or wrong usage make me yearn for a way to
instantly and gently let the writer know without coming off like I’m, well, correcting them. And the memes
and “I’m silently correcting your grammar” really strike a chord!
So under the heading of I Don’t Know What You Don’t Know, I thought it would be helpful to list some words that I’ve
seen on Facebook, in print, or in a (horrors!) transcript that could use a little clarification. My thanks to the internet for the
definitions. There isn’t enough space in this edition for the treasure trove I found. If you found even one word here useful,
please let me know; I’ll have enough material for the next several newsletters. Or words you’d like to see would be fun too.
I can’t be the only anal one out there …
trouper and trooper
Trouper typically designates someone who is a member of a troupe, that is, an actor or an actress who belongs to a
particular acting company. By extension, “to be a real trouper” has come to mean knowing “the show must go on,” whatever
it takes. Thus, a “real trouper” is a professional you can count on to help achieve the group’s goal, especially when the going
gets rough. “Real troupers” will come through for you, no matter what, because they are committed, reliable and tenacious.
forgo and forego: Confusing these terms is a persistent error in legal and other writing. Forego traditionally means
“to go before; to precede in time or place.” But it’s most common in the participial forms foregone and, less often,
foregoing. Forgo means “to do without; to pass up voluntarily; waive; renounce.”
ad nauseum and ad nauseam. Ad nauseum is a common misspelling of ad nauseam, even among careful writers.... Ad
nauseam is an adverbial phrase, clearly Latin: ad here means to; nauseam is nausea in the accusative.
It’s champing at the bit, not chomping at the bit. This phrase (or idiom) comes from the sport of kings: horse racing.
A bit is part of the apparatus that goes in the horse’s mouth and connects to the bridle and reins so the horse can be
controlled and directed by the jockey on its back.
lightening and lightning. Lightening with an “e” is the present participle of the verb lighten. We use the verb lighten in
two senses—one has to do with color and the other refers to weight. ... Lightning is the electrical discharge that happens
during an electrical storm.
jive and jibe. Jive means either a type of music or loose, meaningless chatter. Jibe means to be in accord; agree.
hone and home. The verb “hone” means “to sharpen or make more acute,” as in honing a talent. Alfred honed his
negotiation skills to buy a new car at a very reasonable price. In verb form, “home” (as in “to home in on”) means “to move
or be aimed toward a destination or target with great accuracy.” Missiles home in on targets.
stationary and stationery. Stationary with an a means “fixed in one place and not moving,” like a stationary bicycle at the
gym. Stationery with an e stems from the term stationer, which refers to “a person who sells the materials used in writing,
such as paper, pens, pencils, and ink.”
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lead and led. Led is the past tense of the verb lead: She led the party through the marshland. They led us to believe we
were welcome guests.
grill and grille. As a noun, grill refers to (1) a cooking surface using parallel metal bars, (2) a device that cooks with a grill,
or (3) a restaurant offering grilled food. As a verb, it means (1) to grill, or (2) to question relentlessly. Grille, which is only a
noun, usually refers to a grating used as a screen or barrier on a window or on the front of an automobile.
loose and lose. Lose is a verb that means “to fail to win, to misplace, or to free oneself from something or someone.” Loose is
an adjective that means “not tight.”
appraise and apprise. To appraise is to assess or value something; to apprise is to teach or inform.
Complement and compliment (together with related words such as complementary and complimentary) are frequently
confused. A classic blazer complements a look that›s smart or casual, while compliment means “admire and praise
someone for something”, as in: He complimented her on her appearance.
discreet and discrete. Discreet means careful or intentionally unobtrusive. Discrete means distinct or unconnected.
just desserts and just deserts. A common misspelling of the phrase “just deserts.” While the two phrases are pronounced
exactly the same, “desert” with the emphasis on the second syllable means something that one deserves, rather than an
extremely arid expanse of land. “Dessert,” on the other hand, is a sweet dish consumed after a meal.

T.H.I.N.K. Before You Post
By: Angie Ballman Punton

This is cautionary tale… and a reminder that one’s digital
footprint lives on forever, can be seen by all of humanity, and
therefore, one’s posts, no matter the topic, no matter the platform,
should never be taken lightly.
Our story begins. I needed the correct spelling of a friend’s
name one afternoon, so I Googled it. Oh, my…what’s this? The
first thing that popped up was a blog with my friend’s name
prominently attached to it, totally calling him out on a bad review
he had posted. I, along with presumably lots of other folks, clicked
that link and was brought into the now-public fight.
To protect both the innocent and the guilty, the names and
businesses have been changed, but here’s the basic scenario:
I‘m going to call my friend Jimmy Jones, and I’ll refer to the
business with which he had the dispute as Al’s Autobody.
When I Googled my friend, the number one result was: www.
alsautobody.com/jimmyjonesreview
So, apparently Jimmy got his car painted at Al’s Autobody. A
month later, Jimmy wrote Al stating he wasn’t at all happy with how
the paint job how looked; allegedly it had faded and was uneven. Al encouraged Jimmy to bring his car back in so he could
take a look. Jimmy responded with a request for a full refund because he was unhappy. Al, in his blog, explained he wants
customers to be satisfied, but he also wasn’t going to provide a refund without personally assessing the situation. Jimmy
continued to ask for a full refund based on dissatisfaction (kind of along the lines of “the customer is always right”), declined
a meeting with Al, and stated that he was going to hire a lawyer if he didn’t get his money back.
Meanwhile, Al goes out on social media to see what he can find out about Jimmy. He finds both Jimmy’s personal and
business Facebook pages. (Jimmy too owns his own business.)
Jimmy is, shall we say, a prolific poster and loves sharing pictures of his beloved sports car. Al finds four time-stamp
pictures of Jimmy’s car, at different angles, dated after Jimmy’s review and demands for a refund. Jimmy’s car looks brilliant
and the paint, perfect. And Jimmy looks quite happy and proud as well. Al decides to fight fire with fire and call out Jimmy by
name (also mentioning Jimmy’s business) using four dated Instagram photo screenshots to dispel the notion that Jimmy is
unhappy with the looks of his car. After all, who proudly posts pictures like this on social media if you’re embarrassed or upset
with your car’s paint? The angles and quality of the photos were indeed quite damaging to a claim of poor workmanship; in
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fact, actually seemed to demonstrate that the paint job was exactly as promised. I doubt Jimmy could ever have imagined
how these photos would come back to haunt as he was proudly posting.
I’ll go one step further and suggest that the photos imbedded in Al’s blog were quite damaging to my friend’s credibility.
At the very least, this public fight turned into quite an embarrassing spectacle. And now whenever anyone Googles “Jimmy
Jones,” the first thing they will see is Jimmy being called out publicly by Al’s Autobody. Gulp! Maybe Al will take down the
blog someday. Doesn’t matter. The damage is done. The digital footprint is out there. People saw it, and somebody (okay…
me, for starters) has shared the content with at least one other person who knows Jimmy.
In the digital age we live in, our online behavior is very public and very permanent. We’re in litigation, people! Ask any
eDiscovery expert if anything you delete or get rid of digitally is ever really gone.
I think we all agree that people will say things behind the protection of a keyboard and screen that they would likely
never say (or at least in the same way) face-to-face. Some of the things I’ve seen posted online by professionals in a
professional setting are almost surreal to me.
Every employer I know uses the internet to attempt to discover the real person behind the person they are considering
hiring or representing their brand. Sure, they see your beautiful cover letter and resume, and perhaps would even agree that
you gave a brilliant interview. Because that’s what people do when looking for employment. But who REALLY lives behind
this resume and interview? Ask Google to vet them out…do we have someone who is a team player here? Kind? Inspiring?
Helpful? Honest? Or…not so much? Folks, this is where you can find the person you’re really hiring.
I’ve addressed this topic before over the course of my seven years of writing this column, most recently in 2016 after
witnessing friends, family and strangers rip each other apart and destroy relationships over political differences following
the election. Things that used to be completely socially taboo to touch in polite company, let alone in public, are now being
aired out in public forums. Rarely a good idea.
When social media was invented, my guess is it was touted as a great way to stay connected. To quickly share
information and fun photos! To lend support and inspiration to others! Not so much as a means to publicly pontificate,
humiliate, ridicule, and basically rip apart anyone who doesn’t think the same way. You know it’s all gone bad when even
moms get into the act. Yes, my friends, it’s true. Whereas mom groups were formed to provide a supportive and welcoming
community within which to exchange information and ideas, they have seemingly denigrated into opportunities to “MomShame.” Google it. It’s a thing. “What are your favorite kid-friendly meals? My kids only want to eat mac & cheese and hot
dogs!” “Hot dogs and mac and cheese are highly processed and contain known carcinogens. If you love your children, you
will never cook those things for them again!”
Or take Meghan Markle debuting her newborn son in that white dress two days postpartum. “Are we sure she’s not
having twins? It looks like there’s another baby in there...”
THIS is the character of the person you’re hiring.
I’m sure many of you have seen the meme to T.H.I.N.K. before you post: Is what I’m saying 100% True? Will someone
find it Helpful? Hopefully, Inspiring? It is Necessary to post this? Is this post Kind? If you’re not batting at least four out of
five on the above cautions, do not post!! The face you save will be your own. Because once you hit “Enter,” you’ve forfeited
control of those words forever. They are permanently tied to you. PLEASE do not take this lightly.

Videographer Track in Nashville
By: Camille Schmitt Harrington

On April 13, STAR hosted the first-ever, one-day conference for legal videographers. The speakers
were made up of a panel of experienced legal videographers: Joel Freedman, Bruce Balmer, Nolan
Church, and Gene Belter. The topics covered ranged from picture-in-picture video to using drones as a
legal videographer. It was a truly amazing experience that I look forward to taking advantage of if STAR
continues to provide the videographer track at their future conferences.
Here are my top five takeaways from this conference as a legal videographer:
1. Picture-in-Picture (PinP) is Changing the Way Exhibits Are Handled — Ever been in a case where
the exhibits get out of control? From having an attorney get in your shot to see what the witness is
drawing to having to play detective at the end of the deposition to find them? PinP simplifies this process
and allows for the attorneys to view exhibits in realtime as the witness manipulates it.
2. There is More than One Way to Do Picture-in-Picture (PinP) — When entering this conference, I thought that
there was only one way to do PinP. I was wrong, there are many factors and choices that go into designing a PinP
work flow. From choosing how to manipulate the picture-in-picture (hardware vs. software) to choosing how each
attorney will view the documents. There are hundreds of choices to make PinP the most feasible and usable for
each videographer.
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3. Drones Are About Giving Your Client a Different Perspective — Have you ever been in a deposition where a client
told you, “If only the jury could really see the [accident site, field, property line, etc.] better they would understand
what we are saying”? Drones give videographers the opportunity to make that happen. With video you are better
able to see what is under dispute and be able to see every angle of it which a picture cannot do. It gives the client
the opportunity to show a different perspective which can be key in many cases.
4. Videographers Want to Make Their Reporters Happy — Coming from a firm of videographers and court reporters
I have the thought process of making the reporter’s job as easy as possible. Going into STAR I assumed this was
just because I was from a firm where we both were part of a team, but I was wrong. Whether independent or part of
a firm, videographers want to make their reporters happy because they know that the reporters are usually the ones
to create and keep the business and connections in the legal field.
5. Networking is Everything — I did not realize how much I would learn from other videographers in the field. I think
that STAR has given legal videographers the place to be able to come together and learn from each other. I learned
so much from talking to videographers from across the country on how they market, deliver product and change
according to the market they are in. For me this was my biggest take because in talking with other videographers I
learned that I am not alone in my career and struggles. There is whole community that is open and supportive and
who want to teach the next generation.

All About CaseViewNet Passwords

By: James Kuta, Stenograph AQ and Documentation Manager
Did you know the first Thursday in May each year is World Password Day? While the purpose of World Password Day
is to get everyone serious about securing their online identities by using better password habits, I thought it could be a great
opportunity to talk with CaseViewNet users about the CaseView Passwords dialog in Case CATalyst.
What is the CaseView Passwords dialog? At the most basic level, it’s a way to add an extra layer of connection security
to your CaseViewNet realtime session. A password is optional for Local CaseViewNet connections, but it is mandatory for
any CaseViewNet Cloud (internet) connections. Even if the clients using a Cloud connection are in the same room with you,
a password will be required. Beyond connection security, the CaseView Passwords dialog lets you choose the transcript
save rights for each client receiving realtime.
How do you use the CaseViewNet Passwords dialog? The CaseViewNet Passwords dialog is accessible to anyone
with an active CaseViewNet license using Case CATalyst. In CATalyst, from Manage Jobs, open the Translate dialog (ctrl
+ t), and then click the Passwords button.

What does the information inside the CaseView Passwords dialog mean? Let’s look at each column of the
CaseView Passwords dialog. I’ll provide explanation as we go.
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Allow Save: The Allow Save column is somewhat self-explanatory. When you check the Allow Save checkbox, any
clients connecting to the realtime session using the password on the same line as the checkbox can save a copy of the
transcript. If Allow Save is not checked, the clients cannot save a copy of the transcript.
Connections: At first the Connections column may by confusing. What it means is quite simple, though. “Multiple
Users” means that more than one client can use the password to connect to the realtime session. Each client will have the
same save rights specified by the Allow Save checkbox. “Single Lan User” means that only one client at a time can connect
using the password. A Single Lan User connection can only be used by a client using the same network connection as you.
That usually means the client is in the same room and is connected to the same WIFI router as you. The Single Lan User
connection is most often used when you consistently work with the same Judge or CART client.
Expiration: You can select to have your passwords expire on a specific date, or to never expire. A calendar will appear
when you click inside the Expiration field of a password. Use the calendar to set an expiration date for the password. The
client will no longer be able to use that password to connect to a realtime session after the expiration date has passed.
Using expiration dates can help you develop the good habit of changing your CaseViewNet passwords. For example, let’s
say you will be working with the same clients this week, but next week you’ll work with different clients. You can set the
password expiration date to be the end of the week. The clients this week will use the same password each day to connect
to the realtime session. Next week, if the same client accidentally tries to connect to your realtime, their password would be
expired, and they would not be able to connect.
Password: By default, Case CATalyst automatically generates a Multiple Users password and a Single Lan User
password. You can keep these passwords, or you may change them. You can also add as many new password lines as
you need.
To change an existing password, click inside of the Password field, delete the existing password text, and then type a
new password. CaseViewNet passwords are case sensitive, meaning the client will have to correctly match any upper or
lower-case characters when using the password to connect to the realtime session.
To create a new password, click the New Password button. You may choose to keep the auto generated password or
type your own. By having more than one Multiple Users passwords, you can give save rights to selected groups of clients,
even when they are connecting to the same realtime session. Simply give the appropriate password to the appropriate
clients.
The Delete Password button can be used to delete an expired password line or any password line you no longer want.
I Want To…The I Want To…column gives you access to a series of actions you can take on existing password lines.
Click inside of the I Want To…field to bring up a list of actions:
Clone – You can clone an entire password line. This will make a new password line without a default password.
This is useful to quickly make a new password line with the same attributes as an existing password line, but with
a different password.
Delete – This option will delete the entire password line, not just the password text. This is the same as using the
Delete Password button.
Set Expired – Use this option to set a password to immediately expire a password regardless of what is specified
by its Expiration field.
Generate Password – Use this option to have Case CATalyst automatically generate a password. This will overwrite
any existing password on that line.
When you are done making changes to your CaseViewNet passwords, click OK.
If you’d like to learn more about CaseVIew Passwords and related topics like the Connected Users dialog, please visit
Case CATalyst Help (F1). To learn more about CaseViewNet in general, visit Stenograph.com.

SOS Plan B!: Solutions on Our Shortage

By: Sandy Bunch VanderPol, DSA, FAPR, RMR, CRR, CA CSR #3032
“Preserving the Record in Today’s Challenging Industry.” Thank you, STAR, for the opportunity to present to your
membership at your spring convention in Nashville what SOS is about and what SOS is doing to work toward preserving the
record in today’s challenging industry. Below is a summary of what each speaker discussed. Before I get into the summary,
I would like to give you some background on what SOS is all about.
SOS Plan B! is a group of reporters who create a verbatim record. We are a solutions-based group. Currently, we have
members who are national and local firm owners, freelance court reporters, CART reporters, state leaders, CLVS, courtreporting teachers, and voice writers. Our goal is to ensure that stenographic reporters remain a vital part of the profession.
How do we ensure this? How do we ensure that we are meeting our clients’ need for a verbatim record in this shortage? Is
8

voicewriting an option? Is video an option? Is digital recording an option? These methods of creating the verbatim record
are being discussed within our SOS Google Group list serve.
The first presentation was given by me about the history and background of the group, its formation and its purpose.
Kevin Hunt spoke about the results of the survey that all members participated in.
Last July, I enlisted Kevin Hunt as my co-chair in forming the grassroots group we call SOS.Plan B! (Solutions on our
Shortage). A group of 125 of us met in August during the NCRA Convention in New Orleans to discuss what appeared
to many of us to be a crisis in court reporting and captioning, the shortage, and what we might do about it. We solicited
feedback from our members via a required detailed survey and, of course, gained much insight from the industry leaders
who attended our inaugural meeting in NOLA.
The issue of a looming nationwide shortage goes right to the heart of our survival as a viable profession. Our members
shared with everyone their best practices, how they endeavor to “cover the book” when resources are stretched thin and
discussed how to meet a growing shortage. That inevitably brought front and center a fraught issue: How, if at all, should
stenocentric freelance agencies incorporate remote steno reporting, voicewriters and digital audio solutions into their service
mix? Common sense and simple arithmetic tell us we won’t be able to satisfy market demand in the near future relying
exclusively on stenographic reporters. The marketplace will find service providers wherever they can. It behooves us, as
steno reporters, to fulfill our clients’ needs and control how resources, both steno and other, are deployed.
SOS members are problem-solvers, industry leaders willing to share their business acumen. We are working together
not as competitors but as industry professionals concerned about our shared future.
The second presentation was given by Nancy Varallo. Nancy spoke in detail about her solution, Project Steno, as well
as citing statistics regarding the state of the industry in 2018: Reporter shortage is more severe; more rough draft/realtime
jobs; more requests for freelancers to cover trials; more video/VC/virtual jobs, finding firms to network with is increasingly
difficult with all the acquisitions. In California the CSR exam was given to 112 people, and only six passed. NCRA approved
and participating schools’ enrollees are down 50%, with a graduation rate of approximately 5-10% of those who enroll in
court-reporting schools
Nancy then talked specifically about Project Steno and the four-part plan: Tuition assistance; exposure in high schools to
the profession; the military spouse’s program, and the work with state court reporting associations and school partnerships.
I am proud to say that the STAR BOD voted to donate $4,000 to cover two steno machines, and STAR members in
attendance contributed over $7,000 to Project Steno. Thanks to Kevin Hunt for the challenge.
The third presentation was by Terrie Campbell, CEO of Esquire Legal Solutions. One of Esquire’s focus on addressing
the high demand of steno reporters is “getting depositions right by advancing the evolution of flexible court reporting,” remote
steno reporting of depositions. The remote steno reporter provides the client with a new way to manage the deposition
process. Currently, the reporter is located in Esquire’s video-conferencing technology center. The witness is not located with
the reporter. Smooth execution is ensured before, during, and after the deposition by a Service Delivery Coordinator. In all
aspects of this process, security is of paramount importance.
Terrie cited the results of a BTI Litigation Outlook Study: Litigators plan to add $2.5 billion to litigation spending; large
companies increased their litigation spending by 8.6% from 2017 to 2018 and expect to increase it another 4.0% in 2019;
in total, litigation matters increased by 9.5% in 2018 and is expected to grow another 6.4% in 2019; clients faced more than
twice as many high-stakes matters in 2018 than in 2017.
Esquire commissioned Bloomberg Law Research, and Terrie shared some of these study results: E-discovery increased
deposition usage; litigators are taking 27% more depositions now compared to two years ago; 54% of litigators cited
changes in discovery technologies as driving the increase.
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Due to the unavailability of a voicewriter, the next presentation was given by me in lieu of a member of the SOS Task
Force on Voicewriting. A history of voicewriting was first shared, including that this method of the verbatim record came into
use 22 years ago. There are five states who currently certify or license voicewriters, with California commencing licensure
this year. Voicewriters for many years have successfully worked in federal courts, state courts, depositions, captioning, U.S.
Military, U.S. Congress, Canada and Europe. The graduation time from school for a voicewriter is 9 – 18 months. Mastery of
realtime for a voicewriter is 18-plus months. Voicewriters currently work side-by-side with steno in several states.
Nancy Varallo next spoke briefly on “Lessons from Louisiana.” This portion of the presentation was truncated due to
a lack of time. The bottom line from Louisiana is all methods of capturing the record work side-by-side in a professional,
respectful manner. These methods include digital reporters, steno reporters, and voicewriters. The Louisiana CSR Board
has retained control of certification/licensure of all methods of reporting in Louisiana.
At this point, Marjorie Peters, our moderator, opened the discussion to those in attendance. During the open discussion
time, there was a short presentation on digital reporting/recording and the use of it to cover the calendar when a steno is
not available.
In conclusion, the discussion continues via the SOS Google Group. We are sharing ideas and debating issues while
adhering to our guiding principles and rules for posting to the SOS Group. We have task forces addressing various aspects
of the shortage and possible solutions, and we anticipate producing a white paper on Trends in the Business of Court
Reporting at the NCRA convention in Denver. If you are interested in the work of our group, please join us. Email me at
realtimecsr@calweb.com.

Using RealTeam for Simultaneous Editing in Case
CATalyst Version 20
By: James Kuta, Stenograph QA and Documentation Manager

RealTeam is a simultaneous editing feature available in Case CATalyst Version 20. RealTeam allows multiple people
to simultaneously edit a file during realtime proceedings and after. All edits are shared among the team and sent to the
CaseViewNet connected attorneys.
In this article, we’ll look at how to invite a scoping team to a RealTeam session and how to accept the invitation to join
a RealTeam session.
Example of how a Reporter will invite a Scopist(s) to join a RealTeam session for simultaneous editing during
realtime.
For these instructions, we will assume you are the reporter. We’ll also assume you’ve created your RealTeam account.
Creating a RealTeam account is a one-time process and will be explained towards the end of this article. Let’s look at how
you’ll invite a scopist – or a whole scoping team – to join you while you’re writing realtime.

1. Open the Translate and Edit dialog and select your realtime options as you normally do.
2. Before clicking OK to start translation, check the RealTeam Invite checkbox.
Once translation begins, the RealTeam Invite dialog will display. This is your address book of the scopists you’ve invited
to join you in the past.
You can invite an existing contact, modify a contact, and create a new contact to invite from this dialog.
Since this is the first time you’re using RealTeam, you’ll add the contact you want to invite.
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1. Click the New button.
2. In the Email field, type the email address of the scopist you’re inviting to join you. This email address is the same
email address the scopist uses for their RealTeam account.
3. Click the checkbox under the invite column to select the new contact.
4. Click the Invite button.
The RealTeam dialog will go away and you may begin writing. If the scopist was online when you sent the invitation, they
will receive it right away. If they were offline at the time, they will receive it once they log in to RealTeam. In short, the scopist
does not have to be online at the exact moment you invite them. They can still join later.
Here’s some extra things you can do in the RealTeam Invite dialog.
• Change the Color and Name of the contact. The color selection and the name you type is the color and name that you
will see representing their editing cursor on your screen.
• You can allow or prevent the addition of defines made by the scopist to your dictionaries.
• You can leave yourself a note about each contact. For example, you may choose to make a note of the phone number
for each contact.
Example of how a Scopist will accept an invitation from a Reporter to join a RealTeam session.
For these instructions, we’ll assume you are the scopist. We’ll also assume you’ve created your RealTeam account. Let’s
look at how you’ll accept the reporter’s invitation to join a RealTeam session.
To make sure you are ready to receive an invitation, you’ll want to make yourself RealTeam Ready. In other words, you’ll
want to sign in to your RealTeam account.
1.

Go to File, RealTeam Ready or click the RealTeam Ready toolbar icon

.

You will automatically be signed in to your RealTeam account. You may work on other transcripts, and even minimize
CATalyst while you’re waiting to be invited. Once the reporter invites you, you’ll receive the RealTeam invite dialog. The
appearance of the dialog will also be accompanied by the sound of a telephone ringing. Even if you walked away to get your
favorite beverage, you’ll know you have an invite.
Option 1: Click the ACCEPT button. You’ll join the session and the transcript will appear on your screen.
Option 2: Click the Decline button. You will not join the session.
Creating a RealTeam Account (You’ll only need to do this once)
Reporters who want to invite their scopists to a RealTeam session and scopists who want to accept the invitation will need
to create a RealTeam account.
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1. Click File, RealTeam Ready.
Option 1: If you’re using CATalyst Cloud Backup, those login credentials will automatically appear in the RealTeam – Login
dialog. You can use the same credentials for RealTeam. Click the Login button.
Option 2: Create a new RealTeam account by clicking the Create New Account Now button. Follow the prompts to create
your RealTeam account.
You’re now ready to begin using RealTeam!
If you’d like to know more about RealTeam and other Case CATalyst Version 20 features, visit www.stenograph.com or give
Stenograph a call at (800) 323-4247.

Smartphone Technology — A
Value-Added Service
By: Linda Fifield, MBA, Doris O. Wong
Associates, Inc.

Don’t you just love it when you’re headed to a deposition and
counsel calls to say that five parties want to attend via speakerphone?!?
It’s a last-minute call, you’re in a remote location, and you learn that
there is no speakerphone onsite. Of course it’s your job to make it
happen.
How I love our Smartphone providers. They have developed the
technology that allows us to use our phone to make the connections

so that the deposition can continue.
If you have an iPhone, you can have up to five connections. Simply place the first phone call. Tap Add Call and place the
second call. Do the same for the remaining parties. Tap Merge Calls when all parties are connected. It could not be simpler.
Other phone vendors have a similar setup, but may limit the number of hookups.
If you’re a prepper, think about buying a speakerphone. There are Bluetooth speakers that can attach to your phone that
act like a speaker for conference calls. One speaker of interest is the Logitech P710e Mobile Conferencing Speakerphone.
It connects to your phone via Bluetooth. Not a bad price at $120-$160.
Thanks to the evolution of technology, something as “simple” as this can make court reporters look like superSTARs.
NOTE: There are many reliable conference call providers available in the marketplace today that can hook up multiple
users at one time. Some are free while others have a monthly fee. Some also have the videoconference feature which is
quite valuable.
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STAR Tech Tip: The STARtup
By: Merilee Johnson

When you first turn on your computer, do you hit the power button and walk away because
you know it’s going to be a few minutes until your computer fully boots up? Do you wish you
could give your computer a kick of caffeine to get it to move faster? Follow these few steps
and you can instantly improve your computer’s boot time!

·
·
·
·

· Open your Task Manager – Quickest way is to hit CTRL+SHIFT+ESC (You should see a
pop-up window with various tabs at the top. If you do not see the tabs, enlarge or maximize
the Task Manager window.)
Select the tab labeled Startup.
Under the Startup menu tab you will see a list of all the programs your computer runs when you first boot up your
computer.
Next to each program you can select to enable or disable these programs upon initial startup.
Disable any programs you do not need up on initial startup.

How do you decipher which applications to enable and disable? A couple things to keep in mind:
·

·
·

When programs are enabled to run during startup, not only does that slow down your boot time, but they also
continue to run in the background, using system resources, and slowing down your computer. By disabling programs
in this startup menu, that is all you’re doing; you’re disabling them. You are not uninstalling or deleting a program.
You are merely telling these programs: I don’t need you to run upon initial startup.
Any programs you disable will be enabled once you click on the program file or icon.
Examples of programs to disable:
o Network (or wireless) printers - you can disable this upon startup. Once you select “print” in a file, your
printer will then be enabled.
o Skype – you don’t need Skype when you first bootup. Simply double-click your Skype icon when you’re
ready to login.
o Instant Messaging programs – you can manually turn these on by double-clicking the program file or icon
when you’re ready to IM.
o Dropbox or other cloud-based programs – if used primarily for backing up or transferring files, enable these
after you boot your computer. There are no negative effects to disabling this until you need it.

Cleaning up the programs you want to run during startup will give your computer a little kick start and you will see an
improvement during your next STARtup!
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